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IBM Websphere V5.0 Performance, Scalability, and High Availability: Websphere Handbook Series (Websphere Handbook)IBM Press, 2003
This IBM Redbook discusses various options for scaling applications based on IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment V5.0. It explores how a basic WebSphere configuration can be extended to provide more computing power by better exploiting the power of each machine and by using multiple machines. It examines a number of...
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Couchbase EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Couchbase to build flexible and scalable applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Couchbase Server.
	
		Explore Couchbase Servers' extensive key/value API with examples from several popular programming languages.
	
		Apply Map/Reduce...
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Introducing Azure Kubernetes Service: A Practical Guide to Container OrchestrationApress, 2019

	
		This book is a practical guide to Microsoft’s Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS), a container
	
		orchestration platform. The goal of this book is to take the reader from 0 to 100 deploying
	
		and running a Kubernetes cluster on Microsoft Azure cloud. For anyone embarking
	
		on this book, it is ideal to have experience in the...
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Advances in Fuzzy Clustering and its ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A comprehensive, coherent, and in depth presentation of the state of the art in fuzzy clustering.   

   

   Fuzzy clustering is now a mature and vibrant area of research with highly innovative advanced applications. Encapsulating this through presenting a careful selection of research contributions, this book...
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Big Data Analytics with Spark: A Practitioner's Guide to Using Spark for Large Scale Data AnalysisApress, 2015

	Big Data Analytics with Spark is a step-by-step guide for learning Spark, which is an open-source fast and general-purpose cluster computing framework for large-scale data analysis. You will learn how to use Spark for different types of big data analytics projects, including batch, interactive, graph, and stream data analysis as well...
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Tools and Environments for Parallel and Distributed ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today's most complete reference on the rapidly evolving     software technology used in parallel and distributed computing
     Designing, developing, and utilizing the kinds of versatile computing     environments that will effectively support today's complex scientific and     engineering applications is an ongoing research challenge. Tools...
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Kubernetes Microservices with DockerApress, 2016

	Start using Kubernetes in complex big data and enterprise applications, including Docker containers. Starting with installing Kubernetes on a single node, the book introduces Kubernetes with a simple Hello example and discusses using environment variables in Kubernetes. 

	 


	Next, Kubernetes Microservices with...
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JBoss AS 7 Configuration, Deployment and AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2011


	As the Java EE standard has evolved and matured, the API has become increasingly rich and complex. The next generation of application servers needs to be modular and configurable to run only specific services or containers. JBoss AS 7 promises to meet those requirements but the configuration of a complex application server is composed of a mix...
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Intuitionistic Fuzzy Aggregation and Clustering (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2013

	The concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was originally introduced by Atanassov (1983) to extend the concept of the traditional fuzzy set. Each element in an IFS is expressed by an ordered pair which is called an intuitionistic fuzzy value (IFV) (or intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN)), and each IFV is characterized by a membership degree,...
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A Handbook of Statistical Analyses Using R, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009
A Proven Guide for Easily Using R to Effectively Analyze Data

Like its bestselling predecessor, A Handbook of Statistical Analyses Using R, Second Edition provides a guide to data analysis using the R system for statistical computing. Each chapter includes a brief account of the relevant statistical...
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Mastering Apache SparkPackt Publishing, 2015

	Gain expertise in processing and storing data by using advanced techniques with Apache Spark


	About This Book

	
		Explore the integration of Apache Spark with third party applications such as H20, Databricks and Titan
	
		Evaluate how Cassandra and Hbase can be used for storage
	
		An...
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Network Science and Cybersecurity (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2013

	Network Science and Cybersecurity introduces new research and development efforts for cybersecurity solutions and applications taking place within various U.S. Government Departments of  Defense, industry and academic laboratories.


	This book examines new algorithms and tools, technology platforms and reconfigurable...
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